
June 12, 2020 
 
Fred Andersen 
Acting Deputy Commissioner of Insurance 
Minnesota Department of Commerce 
85 7th Place East, Suite 280 
St. Paul, MN 55101 
 
Dear Fred, 
 
The undersigned companies present these comments in response to the NAIC IUL Illustrations (A) 
Subcommittee request for comments on the exposed draft of the ACLI recommended changes to AG49.   
 
Respectfully,  
 
Seth Detert, Securian Financial 
Pete Rothermel, Nationwide 
Jacqueline Fallon, Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co 
Seth Harlow, Mutual of Omaha 
 
We want to take this opportunity to reiterate that it is our belief that the exposed ACLI revisions to AG49 meet 
the stated requirements of LATF: 
 

 That products with charged-for multipliers and/or buy-up accounts illustrate substantially similar to 
those products without the additional charges. 
 

 That, within an illustration, there is consistent treatment of policy features such as multipliers, index 
bonuses, participating loan crediting, and non-benchmark indices across the industry. 
 

We appreciate the time and energy spent by the Subcommittee, the ACLI, and the ACLI member companies 
driving us towards a vote on the revisions to AG49.  On the most recent call there was a lively discussion 
around the two options for loan leverage presented in the ACLI recommendation.  This spawned a third option 
to be introduced and added to the subsequent ACLI recommendation.   
 
We continue to recommend the Subcommittee adopt Option #2 of the ACLI comment letter in regard to the 
applicability of loan leverage.  The impact of participating loans is unique to the IUL product and that in and of 
itself gives IUL products certain advantages over other product types in the industry.  Thus, it is important that 
illustrations be inclusive of all types of credits in the loan leverage limit to not overemphasize the impact 
participating loans can have on the illustrated values of IUL products and avoid giving consumers unrealistic 
expectations.   
 
During the call a comment was made that having examples showing the impact of the three different loan 
arbitrage options would help regulators understand the impacts of each option.  Below we have provided a 
summary table of the work we have done quantifying the impact of each loan option on a hypothetical 
illustrated scenario for supplemental retirement income.  



 
 

Illustration of Loan Options
Issue age 55
$35,000 annual premium for 15 years
20 years of annual loans starting in policy year 16
6% Index Interest Credit - Option 1 & 2 (Option 3 only 5.5%) ;  5% Loan Charge

Bonus not linked to index 
performance -illustrative 
examples, future designs 

may be higher

Option 1 (Bonus applied to non-
loaned AV and loaned AV in 

excess of 100 bp loan leverage)

Recommendation:                  
Option 2 (Bonus applied to non-

loaned AV only; limited to 100 bp 
loan leverage)

Option 3 (Bonus applied to non-
loaned AV and loaned AV in excess 

of 50 bp loan leverage)
None 57,564                                                  57,564                                                        54,498                                                         
0.50% 66,110                                                  62,482                                                        62,482*
1.00% 75,861                                                  67,738                                                        71,570                                                         
1.50% 86,982                                                  73,354                                                        81,910                                                         
2.00% 99,664                                                  79,352                                                        93,669                                                         

*Same results as "Option 2" because here "Option 3" effectively shows 1% loan leverage.

Example shows impact of non-indexed bonuses under different AG49 loan options – differences from 
Option 2 (Recommendation) in red - on annual illustrated distribution amounts


